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FEATURED IN EDUCENTS “DISCOVER FRIDAY”
A mom-approved handwriting pad that empowers kids to 
write independently.

What is it?
Created by a concerned mom to address every challenge her 
son faced such as inconsistent letter size, upper/lower case 
position, and spacing, this tool is the most visual handwriting 
product on the market. 

Why is it cool?
Unlike many traditional writing sheets, Channie’s is the 
only workbook that incorporates colored blocks and vertical 
divider lines to regulate proper letter placement. Its brightly 
colored design creates an easy and fun experience instead 
of something they dread.

The sheets include a color-coded middle section to guide 
lower case placement, double spaced lines to force proper 
spacing that children normally struggle with. Further, they 
incorporate a boxed layout that maintains and controls 
children’s ability to write in a confined space along a straight 
line and allows them to auto-correct themselves. Finally, they 
outline uniform blocks to ensure consistent and accurate 
letter sizes. 

Writing in the Channie’s Handwriting Workbook is easy and 
ideal for children with learning disabilities or those with fine 
motor difficulties. 

Children will love their own neat handwriting and they can 
easily correct themselves when they write outside of the block!

Suggested activities to compliment this novel:
Make the sheets more than just busy practice work by 
creating fun and authentic uses for them. Use the pad for 
writing stories, copying favorite song lyrics or poems. Hang 
the tear-off sheet in a prominent place like on a family bulletin 
board. Use the sheets to write letters to family and friends, 
and mail them! 

Here’s what a second grade teacher had to say about it:
“This is the first tool that I have utilized that has had significant 
and consistent impact on my students’ handwriting. Not only 
have students developed the skills necessary to form their 
letters appropriately, but when they are ready to transition to 
regular paper they carry those skills over to their daily writing.”

CHANNIE’S IS ALSO AVAILABLE AT:

HEATHER HAYMORE  |  SALES MANAGER
heatherh@channies.com

1-877-231-3723

COLOR CODED FOR EASY LEARNING!

ADAPTED FOR QUICK IMROVEMENT!



HANDWRITING MATH REVIEWS!HANDWRITING MATH REVIEWS!
HOW IT WORKS:

Channie’s handwriting have a unique patent pending 
method that makes learning handwriting fast and enjoyable!

Capitals, lower cases, punctuation, and proper spacing 
etc; your youngsters have a lot to learn and it can be very 
overwhelming and confusing for such young age. Our 
innovative design takes the thinking out of writing and 
provides:

Color coded middle section to guide lower case 
placement.

Double spaced lines to force proper spacing that 
children normally struggle with.

Boxed layout that maintains and controls children’s 
ability to write in a confined space along a straight line 
and  autocorrect themselves.

Uniform blocks ensure consistent and accurate letter 
sizes.

With such a precise method of writing, your child’s 
writing speed is certainly going to double!

Organize numbers neatly and increase calculation 
accuracy.

Complete math homework and improve math problem 
solving capabilities.

WHY IT’S EASIER WITH CHANNIE’S:

Using the same technique, Channie’s Math Line-Up 
workbooks help to reduce stress and confusion of digits 
in math calculations!

To make Math even more fun and much easier, we 
developed Channie’s One Page a Day. Just tear a page 
a day, work on predesigned exercises and get your daily 
dose of Math! Our Math books will help your child:

“I used Channie’s handwriting pads in all curriculum 
areas, math, science, social studies... And the 
parents and I have seen tremendous growth!”

“Our kids love your writing 
pads! I have seen some 
rapid improvement in the 
children’s writing with 
them using your pads.”

“This product WORKS! 
Channie’s paper helps 
students visually plan 
and self-monitor the 
formation of letters.”

“It is the only tool that worked... After a month, 
more than half the class’ handwriting improved 
dramatically.”
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